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We thank Gandjour [1] for his interest in our article [2] and

for highlighting the ‘proportional rule’ [3] approach as

another alternative to setting cost-effectiveness thresholds.

However, we feel that its use for low- and middle-income

countries (LMICs) raises some important questions.

The approach as described by Gandjour [1] essentially

proposes a separate decision threshold for each therapeutic

area, with the threshold being dependent on the incre-

mental cost effectiveness of the existing intervention/s

within that area. Whereby, new interventions within the

therapeutic area would not be deemed ‘cost effective’

unless they provided incremental health gains at a lower

incremental cost than previously funded interventions.

This approach may help to ensure that investment

decisions within a given therapeutic area will always be

more efficient than those previously taken (i.e. that new

interventions will provide more health gains for each

additional dollar spent). However, particularly in LMICs, it

is unlikely that all existing interventions within different

therapeutic areas can be assumed to offer value for money

or that the allocation of resources to the existing mix of

interventions between therapeutic areas will be efficient

[4]. As a consequence, there may be a danger of perpetu-

ating inefficient resource allocation by applying propor-

tional rule thresholds derived from past funding decisions.

The estimation of cost-effectiveness thresholds for

LMICs is a complex area with no easy answers. However,

as stated in our article, a major aim of thresholds in LMICs

should be to ensure that scarce resources are not allocated

to interventions that offer poor value compared with other

potential health spending choices. It is not clear to us that

the proportional rule would achieve this in LMICs.
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